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TEA AT THE CLUB

A series of discussions on the place and power of Women to-day.

1. Are Women measuring up to the problems of to-day?
   Are they meeting their problems?
   What caused their problems?
   Could they meet their problems?

2. What is Woman like?
   What are her aptitudes, capabilities, and limitations?

3. Are Woman's special characteristics handicaps or helps in the world to-day?
   Have they circumscribed her participation in any phase of human activity with which she might desire to concern herself?
   Have they aided her to establish and maintain a definite place?

4. How can Women best use their special gifts — as individuals or in groups?
   What can solidarity accomplish for women?
   In Business and the Professions
   In Civic Life
   In Thinking
1. Are women meeting adequately the problems offered by the changing world of to-day?

2. Have women met with equivalent difficulties in periods of change in the past, or are the demands of this increasingly complex civilization greater than ever before?

3. If we are not carrying our full share of responsibility to-day, is it because we are not equal to present demands or are we not facing them?

4. Since our entrance into industry and the removal of barriers to education have the demands made upon women become less definite?

5. Has it been harder for us to keep clearly in mind our role as the giver and conservator of life?

6. Has our failure to keep in mind that role put us in a wrong relationship toward men?

7. To what extent has education been at fault?

8. Has education set up false standards for women in the home and in business?

9. Will a discussion of these questions by groups of women result in new attitudes and the development of more definite objectives?